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Abstract 

A dynamic X-ray diffraction technique, which can follow the responses of polymer 
crystals (crystallization, orientation, and lattice deformation) to a mechanical excitation 
of sinusoidal strain induced to a bulk specimen, was described. The descriptions for 
such responses are qualitatively made by using a narrow sector technique, which can 
measure the X-ray diffraction intensity distribution at a particular phase angle of the 
sinusoidal strain as a function of static and dynamic strains, temperature, and angular 
frequency. A typical result is demonstrated in terms of the investigation of orientation

crystallization phenomena of natural rubber vulcanizates. 
More quantitative descriptions can be made by using a half-circle sector technique, 

which can measure the in-phase and out-of phase components of the dynamic X-ray 
diffraction intensity distribution. From these, one can obtain the dynamic strain-induced 
crystallization and orientation coefficients and the dynamic response of lattice deformation 
of a specific crystal plane both as functions of temperature and frequency. 

After a brief survey of the principle of the half-circle sector technique, frequency 
dependence of the dynamic strain-induced crystallization coefficients of the (002) and 
(200) crystal planes of natural rubber vulcanizates is demonstrated in terms of the two 
frequency dispersion regions around 10-2 and 101 Hz at a room temperature. The former 
and latter dispersions must be correlated with the crystallization processes of the so-called 
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a- and y-filaments, respectively. 

In addition, frequency and temperature dispersions of the dynamic strain-induced 
orientation coefficient and the dynamic response of lattice deformation of the (110) crystal 
plane of polyethylene are demonstrated in relation to the so-called a1 and a2 dispersions 
of dynamic mechanical modulus function of this material. 

Introduction 

Recent developments in the rheo-optical studies in polymer physics have revealed 

characteristic relaxation times of the responses of structural units in polymer solids 

to external mechanical excitations.1l The basic concept for the experimental tech

niques used, consists of the simultaneous observation of the optical responses of the 

materials during deformation along with the phase of the external sinusoidal strain 

or another transient mechanical excitation in order to better understand the mechanical 

properties in terms of the responses of structural units. 

Among several optical quantities which have been used for measuring the optical 

responses, as illustrated in Fig. 1, it must be noted that the quantities should be selected 

so as to correspond to the responses of definite structural units, and that the units should 

be distributed as widely as possible so as to cover the molecular as well as supermolecular 

levels. Hence, the X-ray diffraction is one of the most outstanding quantities because 

of a good correlation with the crystal responses of the materials, such as crystal de

formation and orientation, crystallization, and crystal transition. 

The application of the X-ray diffraction technique to dynamic studies is, however, 

/Rheology~ 

Mechanical ___ Materials _ Mechanical 
excitation (Structure) response 

~ Optical r!sponses / 
from definite 

structural units 

Optical responses: 

Birefringence 
Dichroisms ( absorption) 

Infrared - dichroism 
UV-dichroism 
Dye-dichroism 

Rheo-optics 

Dichroisms (emission) 
Fluorescence - dichroism 
Laser-Roman polarization 

X-ray diffraction 
Polarized light-scattering 

Fig. 1. Block diagram characterizing rheo•optics in comparison with 
rheology and a list of several optical quantities for specific 

optical responses. 
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limited by a difficulty, namely, that the diffracted intensity obtained during a fractional 

phase interval of the dynamic strain is usually very weak, especially, in the frequency 

range of more than about 1 Hz. It obviously suffers statistical fluctuation, as well 

as fluctuation of intensity of the incident X-ray beam itself. This problem was overcome 

by application of a stroboscopic technique, in which the weak diffracted intensity 

was accumulated over many cycles at the same fractional phase interval of the sin

usoidal strain.2> 

Furthermore, the observation of the phase shift and the amplitude change of the 

diffracted intensity accompanying the forced sinusoidal strain requires great accuracy 

of measurement, because the diffracted X-ray intensity does not vary greatly with the 

strain. Also, the amplitude of the dynamic strain should be taken small in experiments 

of this type. The situation was much improved by a theoretical treatment of the 

"half-circle sector technique"3,4> which made possible and greatly facilitated a reliable 

measurement and analysis of the dynamic X-ray studies. 

In this article, the dynamic X-ray diffraction techniques based on the stroboscopic 

technique (narrow sector technique) and the half-circle sector technique, which have 

been developed mostly in cooperation of the present author with Prof. R. S. Stein, 

Polymer Research Institute, University of Massachusetts, Amherst, Mass., U.S.A., 

and also some typical results of the crystal responses of polymeric materials, obtained 

in laboratories both in Kyoto and Amherst, are reviewed. 

The dynamic X-ray diffractometer, designed and constructed by the present author, 

based on the stroboscopic technique, is first introduced in order to explain the "narrow 

sector technique". Some results obtained from the measurement of orientation

crystallization behavior of natural rubber vulcanizates by the narrow sector technique 

are presented. Next, the general principle of the half-circle sector technique is briefly 

described. Then, some results obtained by the half-circle sector technique from the 

measurements of the dynamic strain-induced crystallization coefficients of natural 

rubber vulcanizates, the dynamic strain-induced orientation coefficients of polymer 

crystals m a low-density polyethylene, and a dymamic lattice response of polymer 

crystals m a hgh-density polyethylene, are presented. 

Dynamic X-ray Diffractometer Based on Stroboscopic Technique2> 

As mentioned briefly in the introduction, the usual X-ray diffractometer equipped 

with an ordinary detector device, such as Geiger-Mi.iller or scintillation counter-tube, 

is not quick enough in the resolution rate of the diffracted X-ray intensity and can not 

follow the dynamic responses, especially quick transient responses of polymer crystals. 

One can not help but to regard the steady state of sinusoidal responses by utilizing 
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some particular techniques.* 

Indeed, the orientation-crystallization behavior of natural rubber vulcanizates 

was investigated by Singer et al.,6 ,7> using a dynamic X-ray photographic technique 

in which the incident X-ray beam was chopped in synchronism with a particular phase 

of sinusoidal strain of the specimen; i.e., utilizing a stroboscopic technique. Quite 

recently, the orientation-crystallization of natural rubber vulcanizates has been again 

investigated by Dunning and Pennells8l stretching continuously a running endless 

belt of the specimen; i.e., steadying the transient response of orintation-crystallization 

of rubber molecules. 

Figure 2 illustrates a schematic diagram of a dynamic X-ray diffractometer con

structed by the present author based on the stroboscopic technique, in which, however, 

the output signal from the counter-tube is chopped in contrast to the Singer's method. 

That is, the test specimen in ribbon shape is elongated sinusoidally by a pair of the 

eccentric cams which are driven by the same rate, where the static and dynamic strains 

of the test specimen are adjustable. This deformation device is mounted on a large 

circular disk, which is rotatable around its horizontal center axis. The X-ray tube 

and the counter-tube are made to scan in a horizontal plane simultaneously with iden

tical Bragg angle 0, so that the X-ray diffraction intensity distribution from the test 

VARIABLE 
SPEED 
MOTOR 

VARI 
(stfiwlee) 
T NS
M SION 

( 
,\__ __ j e 

·· CAMS AND ,I \. SWITCHES 1·, j FOR GATING 
0 , __ ./ SIGNAL 

Fig. 2. Schematic diagram showing the principle of dynamic x-ray diffraction technique 
basing on a stroboscopic technique and the construction of the diffractometer used. 

* Some attempts have been proposed for measuring the transient crystal responses by using a particular 

dynamic image detector composed of an image intensifier coupled to a vidicon with an out-put attached 

to a video recorder and conventional T.V. monitor,•> 
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specimen can be measured as a function of twice the Bragg angle 20 and the azimuthal 

angle <p even during the vibration of the specimen. 

In addition, the output signal from the counter-tube is chopped by a gating device 

consisting of a mechanical on-off-switch for the output signal and of a nosed cam 

connected with the eccentric cam with a common shaft. The width of the cam nosed 

and its angular position with respect to the common cam shaft are adjustable. There

fore, when the gated output signal is accumulated at a given diffraction angle of 20 

and <p for enough cycles of the sinusoidal strain to overcome the statistical fluctuation 

of the incident X-ray intensity, and when this type of fixed count measurement is scanned 

step-wise with 0 and <p, the X-ray diffraction intensity distribution for a given phase 

interval at a given phase angle can be measured as a function of some required variables, 

such as static and dynamic strain of the specimen, angular frequency, and temperature. 

As mentioned above, this apparatus is based on the stroboscopic technique chopp

ing the output signal, instead of the incident beam. This gives high flexibility in 

selection the number of the chopped phases by varying the number of the gating devices 

and corresponding scalers. In Fig. 2, the number of the chopped phases is taken as 

four shifted from each other by 7r/2 radians. This flexiblity has a great advantage 

and it is quite necessary to modify this sort of narrow sector technique to the half

circle sector technique which will be discussed later. 

In practice, however, the mechanical gating device in Fig. 2 is not reliable, es

pecially at high frequencies, because of a mechanical accelaration of the switch. The 

device has been modified by replacing it with a photo-electric switch, as shown in 

Fig. 3. Namely, a rotating disk having a narrow line slit in a radial direction and 

an assembly consisting of a small lightbulb on one side of the disk with a phototransistor 

Gating circuit 

Fig. 3. Schematic diagram of a photoelectric switch set used instead of 

the mechanical gating device in Fig. 2. Two sets of the 
photoelectric switches provide gate signals for activating and 
deactivating each scaler. 
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on the other side, constitute the photoelectric switch. The assembly of the lightbulb 

and the phototransistor can be moved, as shown in Fig. 3, around the disk by a 

fine adjustable screw, even during the rotation of the disk. 

Two sets of the photoelectric switches are used to produced the "on" and "off" 

pulse signals fed to the gating circuit through two "Schmitt" circuits and a "flip-flop" 

circuit for activating each scaler. The phase positions of the "on" and "off" pulses 

are adjustable quite flexibly with respect to the sinusoidal strain of the specimen, so 

that two sets of the photoelectric switches are available for the narrow sector technique 

for any phase interval at any phase position, and that eight sets of the switches can be 

used for the half-circle sector technique in which four sets of 7T radian phase intervals 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

Fig. 4a. Front view of the vibration goniometer of the dynamic x-ray diffracto
meter constructed (equipped for transmission diffraction). (a)-clriving 

motor for a,imuthal scanning; (b)-planet gear for driving the upper 

eccentric cam shaft; (c)-power transmission gear wheel with two sets 

of teeth, one set is used for transmission of driving power from main 

driving shaft, and the other is common to three planet gears for two 
eccentric cam shafts and a shaft for photoelectric switches; (cl) and 

(e)-shaft encoders for Bragg and azimuthal angles respectively; (f)-eight 
sets of photoelectric switches; (g) and (h)-clriving shafts for horizontal 

scanning of x-ray tube and scintillation counter tube, respectively. 
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(f) 

(g) 

(i) 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

Fig. 4b. Back view of the vibration goniometer of the dynamic x-ray diffracto
meter constructed (equipped for reflection diffraction). (a)-upper 

eccentric cam inducing tensile dynamic strain of the specimen; (b)

upper jaw for holding the specimen; (c)-film specimen of crystalline 
polymeric materials; (d)-scintilation counter tube; (e)-driving shaft for 
the vertical disk; (f)-vertical disk for variation of azimuthal angle; 

(g)-x-ray tube; (h)-upper goniometer circle on which the x-ray tube is 

mounted ; (i)-lower goniometer circle on which the scintilation counter 

tube is mounted. 
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must be arranged so as to shift from each other by 7T/2 radians. Figures 4a and 4b 

show front and back views of vibrational goniometer of the dynamic X-ray diffracto

meter constructed (equipped for transmission and reflection diffraction technique) m 

which eight sets of the photoelectric switches can be seen. 

Narrow Sector Technique2> 

Measurement of Orientation-Crystallization Behavior of Natural Rubber Vulcanizates 

~Y Using the Narrow Sector Technique9> 

Figure 5 shows a variation of the degree of crystallinity with the static extension 

ratio at 30°C for particular specimens of sulfur-cured natural rubber (RSS No. 1) 

and synthetic cis-1,4-polyisoprene (Natsyn 2200) having number average molecular 
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weights of the network chains between crosslinks, 4150 and 3770, respectively. The 

second order uniaxial orientation factor* F20c of crystal c-axis (molecular axis) of 

the produced crystals is also illustrated in the figure. Although the details will be 

discussed in a later section of the measurement of orientation-crystallization of natural 

rubber vulcanizates by using the half-circle sector technique, it must be noted that 

the degree of crystallinity increases almost linearly with an increase of extension ratio, 

when the ratio becomes larger than a critical value, and that the produced crystals 

possess an extremely high value of the orientation factor, near unity, i.e., almost perfect 

orientation. 

As suggested in Fig. 5, it may be interesting to investigate the dynamic orientation

crystallization behavior of these materials by using the narrow sector technique at 

particular phase positions as functions of angular frequency. That is, as an example 

for the natural rubber vulcanizate in Fig. 5, let us take the static and dynamic strains 

of the specimen as 300 and 50%, respectively, and observe the dynamic crystal responses 

Q 
<D 0 Natural Rubber Vulcanlzate 

® f 0 
• cis-1,4-Polyisoprene I q u 0 I 

Lc:i ® I - LL 
I 

~ at 30°C 
I 

~ ' 0 I 

0 ' I-~ I u ,i • >- I <t 
I- /@ ·- IO LL 
z ~·-1-j a, 

::J ®! dz 
...J Q I 0 

I i= ct rt) I 

I- I j:! CJ) • >- 1 z a: 0 o!!! u t\i a, a: 
I c:;jO I 

0 I 
I 

0 
I 
I 

-' 
I 
I 
I 
I 

' I 
I 
I 
I 

0 200 400 

~~ % ELONGATION 

Fig. 5. Degree of crystallinity and second order uniaxial orientation factor 
vs. static %-elongation for particular specimens of sulfur-cured 
natural rubber (RSS #1) and synthetic cis-1,4-polyisoprene (Natsyn 
# 2200). 

* The second order uniaxial orientation factor F2oi can be <lefined by F2oi=(<3cos2a1>-1)/2, where 
a1 is the angle between the stretching direction and the jth axes of orientation units.10> 
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at maximum and minimum strains, as illustrated in Fig. 6, as functions of angular 

frequency and temperature. The specimen must repeat crystallization and crystal

melting at the maximum and minimum strain phases respectively, unless the vibrational 

frequency is too high in comparison with the orientation-crystallization rate of the 

rubber molecules. 

The dynamic X-ray diffraction intensity distribution was measured along the 

equatorial and meridional directions. The measurements were made at the maximum 

and munimum strain phases for a relatively narrow phase interval of ±10° over a 

frequency range from 0.02 to 20 Hz at two different temperatures, 30 and 38°C. The 

necessary corrections of the observed crystalline diffraction, such as those for air

scattering, background noise, incoherent scattering, polarization, and absorption, 

were made. 

Fresh specimens usually showed a rapid change in crystallization behavior, a 

sort of mechanical fatigue effect, with accumulated cycles of sinusoidal strain up 

to several tens of thousand of cycles, after which the reading leveled off. Therefore, 

every quantitative measurement of the dynamic X-ray diffraction was carried out 

after the accumulation of one hundred thousand cycles of dynamic strain, in order to 

avoid this sort of fatigue effect. 

Figures 7(a) and 7(b) show the changes of the dynamic X-ray diffraction intensity 

distribution (normalized) along the equatorial direction at the two phase intervals, the 

maximum and minimum strain phases, respectively, with the number of accumulated 

cycles of dynamic strain at a given vibrational frequency of 2 Hz for the natural rubber 

_!,! 

i5 
iii Gate Open 

Imposed Strain 

I , 
Gate Closed! 

I 
' 
I 

0 90 180 270 360 

-~ROTATIONAL ANGLE OF CAM SHAFT (0
) 

Fig. 6. Selection of phase intervals for the dynamic x-ray diffraction 

measurements based on the narrow sector technique. 
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vulcanizate. As seen in the figure, the (200) and (120) crystalline peaks appear gradu-

ally, and, in contrast, the amorphous peak degenerates. These changes seem to level 

off at around 1 X 103 cycles for the maximum strain phase, and at around 1 X 1Q5 cycles 

for the minimum strain phase. 

Figures 8(a) and 8(b) show the changes in the dynamic X-ray diffraction intensity 

distributions along the equatorial and meridional directions, respectively, with vibra

tional frequencies from 2 to 10 Hz for the natural rubber vulcanizate at 30°C. Below 

this frequency range, there was essentially no change in the intensity distribution. 

It may be noted from these figures that the crystalline diffractions from the (200), 

(120), and (002) planes gradually disappear with an increase in frequency; and that 

there exists, at least qualitatively, an anisotropy in the crystallization rate of the rubber 

crystal. 

Q 
UJ 
N 

Figures 9(a) and 9(b) show the changes m the dynamic x-ray diffraction intensity 
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Fig. 7. Changes of dynamic x-ray diffraction intensity distributions along the equatorial 
direction at (a) the maximum and (b) the minimum strain phases, both with the 
number of accumulated cycles of dynamic strain for the natural rubber specimen 
under a vibrational frequency of 2 Hz at 30°C. 
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NATURAL RUBBER VULCANIZATE at 30°C 
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Cb> 
Fig. 8. Changes of dynamic x-ray diffraction intensity distributions along (a) the 

equatorial and (b) the meridonal directions at the maximum and minimum strain 
phases with vibrational frequency for the natural rubber specimen at 30°C. 
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Fig. 9. Changes of dynamic x-ray diffraction intensity distributions along (a) the 

equatorial and (b) the meridional directions at the maximum and minimum strain 
phases with the vibrational frequency for the natural rubber specimen at 38°C. 
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distributions along the equatorial and meridional directions, respectively, with vibra

tional frequencies from 0.2 to 2 Hz for the natural rubber vulcanizate at a little elevated 

temperature of 38°C. When compared with the results at 30°C, it may be seen that 

the critical frequency at which the crystalline diffractions disappear becomes lower 

by a factor of ten, and that the anisotropy in the crystallization rate becomes more 

obvious. More detailed investigations and discussions are given in a later section of 

the measurement of orientation-crystallization of natural rubber vulcanizates by using 

the half-circle sector technique. 

It may be concluded that the orientation-crystallization of natural rubber vulcan

izates is anisotropic and becomes hard, at least in phase of dynamic strain, at around 

1 to 10 Hz, depending on the crystallization temperature. This critical phenomenon 

must be significant in the technological view point of industrial use of the materials, 

if the ultimate properties of the materials are much affected by the orientation-crystal

lization. 

Half-circle Sector Technique4> 

General Principlell) 

Let us assume that there are N diffraction peaks which overlap in a linear manner. 

Let each of the peaks be represented, as illustrated in Fig. 10, by either the Lorentzian 

or Gaussian function, or by any other function, such that the peaks are expressed as 

functions of twice the Bragg angle 28 and of the azimuthal angle cp to give a symmetric 

functional form with respect to 28B,f and <pc,f, where 28B,P and <pc,f are particular 

angles of the diffraction giving the maximum intensity Im,P, i.e., the diffraction in

tensity distribution from the jth peak is given by 

( 1) 

where x and g are symmetric functions with respect to 2BBJJ and <pc,P respectively, 

the superscript "0" means the static situation of extension ratio A=Ao, and 

Uf=(28-28BJJ)/f3P 

Vf=(<p-<pc,f)/yf 

( 2) 

( 3) 

and where f3P and yf are the parameters representing the broadness of the symmetric 

functions, such as the half-width, if the functions are given by the Lorentzian functions. 

The total diffraction intensity distribution from the N peaks can be given by 

N 
J0(28, cf,)= ~ lt°(28, cf,) 

j=I 

Under the dynamic situation with sinusoidal strain given by 

( 4) 
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Fig. 10. Schematic diagram illustrating a x-ray diffraction intensity 
distribution from the jth crystal planes, having maximum 
intensity Im,Jo at twice the Bragg angle 2 08 ,iO and azimuthal 

angle ¢,c,P-
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( 5) 

Let us further assume that Im,i, 20s,j, c/>c,j, fli, and Yi vary also sinusoidally, as given by 

I m,j=I m,f +L1I m,jet(od-•o,j) 

20s,j=2s,f+L120s,jei(.,i-0 ,,j) 

c/>c,j=cpc,f +f1c/>c,jei(.,t-•,,j) 

{3j =f3P+L1f3jet(.,t-•, ,i> 

Yi=y/+L1yjet(.,t-•,,j) 

(6) 

( 7) 

(8) 

( 9) 

(10) 

where Ot,j are the phase delay angles of the above dynamic quantities all with respect 

to the sinusoidal strain. Then, the dynamic diffraction intensity distribution from 

the jth crystal peak may be given by 

(11) 

Taking the total differential of Eq. (11), the dynamic X-ray diffraction intensity 

I1(2 0, cf,) may be approximated as follows: 

where 

I;(20, cf,) =af I m,f +af L1I m,jei(.,t-•o,j) +bf LJ 20 s,1et(wt-•,,j) 

+cf f1c/>c,jei(.,t-•, ,il + d1Of1f31e'("'t-•, ,j) +e1Of1yjei(wt-•, ,j) (12) 

af=x( U/l)t( Vf) 

b/=I m,N( Vf)kf 

cf=Im,h(Uf)lf 

(13) 

(14) 

(15) 
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dP=Im,Pt(VP)kPUP 

e/=Im,JX( U1°)lP vp 

k/= -(1//3P)[ox( U1)/o U1]u j=U l 
lP= -(1/yp)[ot( V1)/o V1]v i= v jo 

(16) 

(17) 

(18) 

(19) 

Consequently, the diffraction intensity at given Bragg and azimuthal angles, 

I(20, cf,) can be written as follows: 

where 

N 

I(20, cf,)= lJ/JC20, cf,) 

=ID(20, cf,)+[LII'(20, cf,)-iLII"(20, cf,)]eiwt 

=f0(20, cf,)+LII(20, cf,)e1<.,t-6 ) 

N 

(20) 

I 0(20, cf,)=~ aPim,P (21) 
J=l 

LII(20, cf,)=[LII'(20, cf,)2+LII"(20, cf,)2]1 ✓ 2 (22) 
N 

LII'(20, cf,)=~ [aJ°LIIm,JCOS llo,1+bJ°Ll20B,JCOS ll1,1+c/Llcf,c,JCOS ll2,J 
i=l 

+dPLlf31cos lla,1+epLly1cos /l4,1] (23) 
N 

LII"(20, </>)= ~ [apLIIm,1sin llo,;+bPLl20B,JSin ll1,;+c1.0Llcf,c,JSin ll2,J 
j=l 

+dpLlf31sin lla,1+epLly1sin /l4,1] (24) 

The parameters having the superscript O, such as a;° through ep, can be determined 

from the static measurement of x-ray diffraction intensity distribution at A=Ao, and the 

unknown quantities, LIIm,1, Ll20B,J, Llcpc,J, Ll/31, and Lin and subsequently, llo,J, ll1,J, 

ll2,1, lla,J, and ll4,;, can be determined from the dynamic measurements of f0(20, cf,), 

LII'(20, cf,), and LII"(20, cf,) by utilizing the half-circle sector technique, which will 

be described later, at 5 N different positions of (20, cf,). 

Half-circle Sector Technique3> 

Before discussing the half-circle sector technique, let us take account of some 

correction factors, such as absorption and polarization corrections for the dynamic 

X-ray diffraction. During the forced periodic strain of the test specimen, the 

thickness of the specimen must vary in a manner which, on the assumption of 

incompressibility, can be calculated as follows: 

D(t)=DD-LIDcos wt 

=(Do/v ,\O )( 1- f,\~ cos wt) (25) 
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where Dis the thickness of the specimen having Do at the undeformed state of .\.0=1. 

If one makes the absorption and polarization corrections for the measured intensity 

I(2 0, cp)exp, reducing the thickness always to Do, and equates the corrected intensity 

with the real part of I(2 0, cp), then the following relation will be obtained: 

I(20, cp)=I(20, cp)exphKDo/D(t) 

where h and K are the polarization and absorption factors given by 

h=2/(l+cos2 20) 

and 

_ r--- [ µ,DoLH ] =(1/sec 0)exp(µD0sec 0/v .\_O)exp - 2(,\0)3i 2 sec 0 cos wt 

(26) 

(27) 

(28) 

respectively, and whereµ is the linear absorption coefficient. When one approximates 

Q-1(t) as given by 

then, Eq. (26) can be rewritten as 

(30) 

where 

(31) 

Repeating n cycles of the sinusoidal strain with a given frequency of f=w/2 TT, 

the X-ray diffraction intensity at (20, cp), accumulated for a given phase interval of 

the sinusoidal strain from a17r to a2TT, is given by 

n 
(.\_O)l ✓2hKO [Zo(a2-a1)TT/w 

iJRI0-iJI' . . iJI" 
-----(sma27T-Slll a1TT)-~- (cosa2TT-COsa17r)] (32) 

w w 

Measuring the diffraction intensity for four particular phase intervals, [O~TTJ, [7r/2~ 

31r/2], [7r~2 TT), and [ -TT/2~7T/2], as illustrated in Fig. 11 in terms of CH 1, CH 2, 

CH 3, and CH 4, the respective accumulated intensities can be given by 

Ni= (Ao~'H~]Ko (7rzo+2LJI") (33) 

N2 (,\O;~!~]Ko (7rI0+2iJRI0-2iJI') (34) 
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Fig. 11. Schematic diagram demonstrating the half-circle sector technique 

for measuring dynamic x-ray diffraction intensities for four TT· 
radians-phase-intervals shifted from each other by TT/2 radians with 
respect to the sinusoidal strain of test specimen. 

~r _ (n/w) ( JO 2 AJ") u3-(,\0)li2hK0 7T - ,:.i 

N4 (>..Oj~i':)Ko (7r/0-2LIRJ0+2LII') 

(35) 

(36) 

From these accumulated intensities, the necessary quantities, 1°(20, cp), Ll/'(20, cp), 
and Ll/"(20, cp) can be determined as follows: 

/0(20, cp)= (w/2TT)O,OJ1'2hKO (N1 +Na) 

(w/27r)(>..0)1'2hK0 (N2+N4) 
n 

Ll/'(20 -'-)= (w/27r)(>..0)1✓2hK_(!_ (M -1\T. )+LIRJO 
''I' (2n/TT) 4 2 

Ll/"(20, cp) 

(37) 

(38) 

(39) 

By using the dynamic diffractometer shown in Fig. 2, equipped with four pairs 

of the adjustable photo-switches in Fig. 3, the accumulated intensities can be measured 

at 5 N different diffraction angles of (20, cp) for long enough cycles of n to avoid the 

statistical fluctuation of the incident X-ray beam. 

Measurement of Dynamic Strain-induced Crystallization Coefficient of Natural 

Rubber Vulcanizates12> 

As already discussed briefly in the previous section of dynamic orientation

crystallization behavior of vulcanized rubbers, and will be demonstrated in detail 

later, the orientation-crystallization of natural rubber vulcanizates occurs in such a 
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particular fashion that the diffraction peaks separate from each other without any 

overlapping, and that the dynamic X-ray diffraction arises mostly from L1Im,j and not 

from L120s,j, Llef,c,J, L1f31, and L1y1. Therefore, the dynamic measurements can be 

performed at N different position of (20s,P, <pc,P) for the respective peaks. 

Under these conditions, 

VP=0, x( UP)=l, kP=0 

V/=0, ((VP)=l, lP=0 

which make bp through e1° all zero and further reduce Eq. (12) to a simple one as given 

by 

I;(20s,P, <pc,J°)=Im,P+L1Im,jei("'t-~,,j) 

=Im,P+(L1Im,/-iL1Im,/')eM (40) 

The unknown quantities, Im,P, L1Im,/, and L1Im,/', and subsequently, So,j=tan-1 

(L1Im,/'/L1Im,/) can be determined from the measurements using the half-circle sector 

technique at particular diffraction angles of (20s,P, <pc,J°). From the quantities, 

the complex dynamic strain-induced crystallization coefficient of the jth crystal plane 

can be defined by 

L1Im,J* /L1.\1,=, 0 =(L1Im,/-zL'.!Im,/')/L1.\1,=,' 

= QJ*(iw)=Q/(w)-iQ/'(w) (41) 

The complex dynamic strain-induced crystallization coefficient QJ* is further 

a function of temperature and must be considered as one of the most basic functions 

for the orientation-crystallization kinetics of linear polymers. However, it must be 

emphasized that the coefficient QJ* is only related with reversible changes of crystal

lization which occur during the time scale of the oscillatory strain, and that the Qt* 
is quite different from irreversible changes of crystallization which follow the transient 

(static) strain of .\0 • In this sense, the transient strain-induced crystallization coefficient 

must be determined from Im,J° by taking it strictly as a function of time t; i.e., 

(42) 

Figure 12 shows a typical example of the X-ray diffraction intensity distribution 

from a highly stretched specimen of natural rubber, peroxide-cured to have a number 

average molecular weitht of network chain 12,800, and designated hereafter as NR-

3, with an extension ratio .\0=5.5 at a room temperature. As seen in the figure, the 

azimuthal distribution of the diffraction intensities from the respective crystal planes, 

(200), (120), (201)/(201) and (002) crystal planes are highly concentrated and well

separated from each other without any overlapping. Figure 13(a) shows a typical 

example of the variation of the degree of crystallinity with an extension ratio at various 
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Fig. 12. Typical x-ray diffraction intensity distributions of highly stretched 

natural rubber vulcanizate (peroxide-cured) at toom temperature 

(NR-3, A0 = 5-5). The diffraction photograph attached was taken 

by tilting the specimen surface with respect to the incidence of 

x-ray beam in order to obtain the (002) diffraction. 

temperatures (NR-3). As seen in the figure, the dependence of crystallinity on the 

extension ratio is almost linear with same slope irrespective of the stretching tem

perature. This suggests that the validity of an extension ratio-temperature superposi

tion gives, as illustrated in Fig. 13(b), a slightly sigmoidal master curve reduced to 

a given temperature of 25°C. On the other hand, the degree of crystal orientation is 

hardly affected either by the extension ratio or stretching temperature, giving always 

an extremely high value of the second order uniaxial orientation factor of crystal c

axis, F 20(002); i.e., near perfect orientation. In other words, this extreme behavior 

of crystal orientation suggests that only the noncrystalline chains oriented extremely 

high in the stretching direction can form the crystal nuclei, probably in the fibrillar 

type (the so-called y-filament by Andrews13,14)), and on which the rubber crystals 
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Fig. 13. Left-hand side: typical example of variation of the degree of cyrstallinity with 

extension ratio at various temperatures (NR-3). Right-hand side: a master 
curve of the degree of crystallinity against extension ratio, obtained by shifting 
the results in Fig. 13 (a) in the horizontal direction on the basis of extension 
ratio-temperature superposition hypothesis. A dependence of orientation factor 
on the extension ratio is also plotted. 
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grow epitaxially in a folded chain manner in a lateral direction (the so-called a-filament 

by Andrewsl3,14l). 

As demonstrated in Figs. 12 and 13, the diffraction intensity distributions from the 

respective crystal planes, such as (200), (120), and (002), separate from each other, 

and the intensity distributions seem to be identical and are very sharp, both irrespective 

of the extension ratios. Actually, as illustrated in Figs. 14 and 15 for the dynamic 

diffraction intensity distributions of the (200) and (002) crystal planes of the test specimen 

(NR-3) as a function of the azimuthal and Bragg angles, respectively, the intensity 

distributions are hardly affected by either the static extension ratio, dynamic frequency, 

or measuring temperature. Similar sharp and symmetric distributions are obtained, 

provided that the distributions are normalized. 

These facts suggest that for the orientation-crystallization of natural rubber vulcan

izates, the dynamic diffraction intensity I1(28, ef,) given by Eq.(11) is mostly affected 

by Im,J and only slightly by the x( Uj)[( V1) term. In other words, Ll2Be,J, Ll<f,c,J, Llf31, 

and Lly1 in Eq.(12) are negligibly small so as to reduce Eq.(40). 

Figure 16 shows variations of the dynamic strain and dynamic diffraction intensity 

from the (002) crystallplane, I(oo2J(2Be,P, </,c}), with the rotational angle of the ec

centric cam shaft in Fig. 2, as obtained by using the narrow sector technique for the 

specimen of NR-3 at a frequency of 2.0 Hz. Although the dynamic diffraction in-
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Fig. 14. Dynamic x-ray diffraction intensity distributions from (200) and (002) crystal 
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technique with .d.\=0.5, demonstrating that the distributions are very sharp and 
symmetric and are given by a common curve, when normalized, irerrespective 
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strating that the distributions are very sharp and symmetric and 
are given by a common curve, when normalized, irrespective of 
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tensity shows a slight shift to a higher rotational angle, the results demonstrate not only 

the sinusoidal variations of the two quantities but also a good proportion between 

the strain and intensity, validating, at least, the assumption of Eq.(6). 

Figures 17 and 18 show the results of the measurements in terms of the frequency 

dependence of '1Im,/ for the test specimen of NR-3 and an additional one of about 

two times larger molecular weight of network chains than NR-3, keeping the dynamic 

strain amplitude at 0.5 and varying the measuring temperature and static extension 

ratio, respectively. As seen in the figures, the primary characteristic is the appearance 

of two frequency dispersions, one is at a relatively low frequency, around 10-2 Hz, 

and the other at a high frequency, around 101 Hz. The former dispersion is most 

obvious for the (200) crystal plane, while the latter one is more obvious for the (002) 

crystal plane. 

When one takes into consideration a proposal that the y-filament must be formed 

almost instantaneously in association with the forced orientation of rubber molecules 

but that the a-filament must grow in the form of the so-called folded chain type crystal 

onto the side of the y-filament, with a considerably low rate of crystallization, due to 

the self-diffusion of rubber molecules, then the former dispersion at the low frequency 

range may be assigned as arising mostly from the crystallization process of the a-
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filament, while the latter one, at a higher frequency range, may be attributed to the 

crystallization process of the y-filament. 

In addition to the above characteristic, it is also noted that the value of tan150,;, 

although relatively small, around 0.02, is definitely positive.* This is illustrated in 

Fig. 17 for just one example in order to avoid increasing the complexity of the figure. 

In other words, the dynamic orientation-crystallization of natural rubber vulcanizates 

occurs in advance of the dynamic strain of the specimen; it probably is in plase with 

the dynamic stress of the spedmen. 

Figure 17 demonstrates the effect of temperature upon the frequency dispersion 

of Jim,/ for the additional specimen, NR-1, keeping the static strain at a relatively 

high value of 6.5 and the dynamic strain amplitude at 0.5. As seen in the figure, 

the magnitude of LJ/m,(002)' is larger than that of LJ/m,(200)' at relatively low tempera

tures. However, with increasing temperature, LJim,(002) 1 decreases more rapidly 

and probably becomes smaller than LJ/m,(20o>' at temperatures higher than 40°C. 

Although the frequency dispersions on the low and high frequency sides, which are 

obvious for the (200) and (002) crystal planes, respectively, become less obvious with 

increasing temperature, the disperion at the low frequency side seems to shift to higher 
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Fig. 17. Effect of measuring temperature upon the frequency dispersions of dim,/ for a 
natural rubber vulcanizate (NR-1) with keeping the static extension ratio at 

relatively high value of 6.5 and the dynamic strain amplitude at 0.5. 

* As seen in Eq. (6), Im,1 is defined as being behind the dynamic strain ,\, but the observed value of 
llo,j is always negative so that tanllo,i must be positive. 
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frequencies with increasing temperature, while that at the high frequency side seems 

not to shift at all. 

Figure 18 shows the effect of static strain upon the frequency dispersions of JI m,/ 
for the specimen of NR-3, keeping the measuring temperature at 22°C and dynamic 

strain amplitude at 0.5. As seen in the figure, the effect of a decreasing static strain 

on the frequency dispersions seems to be similar, at least qualitatively, with that of 

an increasing temperature; that is, the lower the static strain, the less obvious the 

dispersions, likewise the magnitudes of JI m,/ decreased when the temperature increased. 

The shift of the low frequency dispersion to higher frequencies (which is also observed 

in Fig. 18 to some extent for JI m,(200/), may be interpreted in terms of the same factors, 

i.e., the increasing mobility of self-diffusion of rubber molecules to form the a-filament 

with decreasing static strain and increasing temperature. 

Measurement o.f Dynami"c Strain-induced Orientation Coefficient o.f Polymer Crystals 

zn A Low-density Polyethylene3,l5) 

Assuming that the dynamic orientation of polymer crystals is associated only 

with Im,l(V1), but not with x(U1) in Eq.(11); i.e., only with Jim,J, Jef>c,J, Jn, but not 
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with L120s,j and L1fJ1, which may meet with the deformation of semicrystalline polymers 

(relatively low degree of crystallinity) with a relatively small dynamic strain, then 

the dynamic measurements can be performed at particular diffraction angles of (2 0a,,O, 

<p) for the respective diffraction peaks. 

Under these conditions, 

then, Eq.(12) can be written as 

Ij(20a,P, <p)=I/(20s,l, <p) 

+[L1I/(20s,/, <p)-iL1I/'(20s,P ,cf,)]eiwt (43) 

where 

I;D(20s,/l, cf,) =a/Im,P=[( V/)Im,P (44) 

L1I/(20s,P, cf,)=a/L1Im,jCOS 80,1+cpL1cf,c,jCOS 82,j+e/L1y1cos 84,j (45) 

L1f/'(20s,P, cf,) =a/L1Im,isin 8o,i+cpL1¢,c,JSin 82,1+ePL1nsin 84,j (46) 

The unknown quantities, L1Im,j, L1cf,c,j, and L1yj, and subsequently, 80,j, 82,J, and 84,J, 

can be determined from the dynamic measurements of I Oj(20s,P, cf,), L1I/(20s}, cf,) 

and L1I/'(20s,P, cf,) by using the half-circle sector technique at 3 N different positions 

of (20s,P, </,); i.e., (20s,P, </>c,P), (20s,P, c/>1,P), and (20s,P, c/>2}). 

Defining the second order uniaxial orientation factor of reciprocal lattice vector 

of the jth crystal plane, as given in the foot note in page 8, i.e., 

where 

r•/2 !' r•/• <cos2 a1)= Jo Im,P(cf,)sin2 cf,coscf, def, Jo Im,P(cf,)coscf, def, 

and further defining Sj,io, L1Si/, L1Si/' as follows; 

r•/2 
L1Sj,!''= Jo L1f/'(cf,)sin2 cf,cosef, d<f, 

r•/2 
L1SJ.2''= Jo L1I/'(<f,)cos<f, drp 

(47) 

(48) 

(49) 

(50) 

(51) 

(52) 

(53) 

(54) 
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then, the orientation factor can be written as 

F2oi=F201o+LIF2oiei<wt-•) 

=F20iD+(LIF20i' -iLIF20i")eiwt 

where 

.F2010= [3(.Sj,1°/ .51,2°)-1 ]/2 

LIF201' =(S1,1°/ S1,2°)r (LI S1,1' / S;,1°)-(LI S1,2' / S1,2°)] 

LIF2oi" = (SJ,1°/ Sj,2°)[(.1 S; ,1" / S1,1°)-(LI S1,2" / Sj,2°)] 
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(55) 

(56) 

(57) 

(58) 

From the complex dynamic orientation factor LIF2ol, the complex dynamic 

strain-induced orientation coefficient of the jth crystal plane C/(t"w) can be defined by 

LIF2oi* /Ll,\li=l'=(LIF20i' -iLIF20i")/Ll,\li=i• 

= CJ*(iw)=C/(w)-iC/'(w) (59) 

Figures 19 and 20 show the master curves of frequency dependence of real part 

of the complex dynamic strain-induced orientation coefficient CJ*(wcr) for two kinds 

of test specimens of a low density polyethylene, "Q" and "H", respectively. The Q 
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Fig. 19. Master curves of frequency dependence of real part of the complex 
dynamic strain-induced orientation coefficient Cj*(wcr) for a 
quenched low density polyethylene. (after Stein et al.16>). 
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specimen was quenched from melt at 155°C to have a bulk density of 0.914 and a 

degree of crystallinity of 45.8%, while the H specimen was obtained by annealing the 

Q specimen at 90°C for two hours to provide a bulk density of 0.921 and a degree 

of crystallinity of 50.5%. The master curves were composed of the data of C;'(w) 

at various temperatures on the basis of the time-temperature superposition hypothesis16> 

and reduced to To, a given reference temperature of 50°C, in association with the so

called shift factor cr(T, T 0).16> In every figure, the results of crystal c- and b-axes were 

calculated from the experimental results of reciprocal lattice vectors of (110) and (200) 

crystal planes, i.e., C(uo)' (w) and C(200>' (w), by using Wilchinsky's relation18) and an 

orthogonal relation between the crystal a-, b-, and c-axes, respectively. 

As seen in the Figures 19 and 20, dynamic orientation behavior of each crystal 

axis is much different in the two specimens, Q and H. The reason for this is definitely 

because of the differences in crystalline and supermolecular crystalline (spherulitic) 

structures in the specimens; i.e., differences in the size and perfection of the crystalline 

lamellae, the smoothness of their surfaces, the inter-lamellar spacing, and the viscosity 

of the inter-lamellar material. With increasing annealing, the lamellae get thicker 

and more perfect, and closer together so that inter- and intra-lamellar crystalline res

ponses become more difficult and take more time. In this sense, the results in Fig. 

19 for Q specimen must be understood, at least qualitatively, as results expected for 

the H specimen at lower frequencies than those covered in Fig. 20. 

H 

8 80 °C 

0.5 

-0.5 -
REF. TEMP. 50 °C 

-3 -2 -I 0 
LOG (FREQ.x CT),(Hz) 

Fig. 20. Master curves of frequency dependence of real part of the complex dynamic 

strain-induced orientation coefficient C1*(wcy) for an ann<caled low density 
polyethylene. (after Stein et aJ.15J). 
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For the quenched specimen in Fig. 19, values of Ca' and Cb' are negative and 

quite close to each other, indicating no preferential orientation of the a- or b-axis. 

The positive Cc' indicates an orientation mechanism in which the c-axis aligns parallel 

to the stretching direction, as might be expected for example from the floating rod 

model of Kratky.19> There should be a maximum in Cc' and a minimum in Ca' and 

Cb', all at higher frequencies than the frequency range covered, as expected from the 

continuity to Fig. 20 mentioned above. For the H specimen in Fig. 20, on the other 

hand, Ca' and Cb' are quite different from each other. While Ca' is negative at all 

frequencies covered, Cb' becomes positive at higher frequencies. Cc' becomes negative 

at higher frequencies in contrast to the behavior of the Q specimen for which Cc' is 

always positive and increases with an increase of frequency. 

The dynamic behavior of the H specimen, especially at higher frequencies, must 

be interpreted in terms of a spherulite deformation mechanism. It has been pointed 

out that the b-axis is unique in spherulitic polyethylene in that it is directed along the 

spherulite radius while the a- and c-axes are perpendicular to the radius.20> Also it 

has been shown that the deformation of the sample is accompanied by the deformation 

of spherulite i.e., alignments of crystal lamellae, growing radially within the spherulite, 

in the streching direction.21 ,22> High speed23,24> and dynamic light scattering 

studies25,26> have shown that this spherulite deformation is very fast, occuring in times 

comparable with that for specimen deformation. Consequently, the behavior at 

higher frequencies can be explained in terms of dynamic orientation of crystal lamellae 

within the spherulite, giving positive orientation of the crystal b-axis (lamellar axis) 

and almost identical negative orientations of crystal a- and c-axes. 

As suggested again from the dynamic light scattering studies,26> two additional 

processes must be considered at lower frequencies in Fig. 20. One is the lamellar 

twisting process involving a rotation about the b-axis, bringing the c-axis into the 

plane containing the lamellar axis and stretching direction. The other would be 

a rotation about the a-axis where the c-axis rotates toward the stretching direction and 

b-axis rotates away from the spherulite radius. The former process would predomi

nate in the equatorial part of the spherulite while the latter process predominates in the 

polar part of the spherulite, as theoretically demonstrated by Stein et al.27,28> and also 

by Kawai et al.29- 31>. These kinds of crystal reorientations within the lamellae lags 

the lamellar orientation (spherulite deformation) and results in the positive orientation 

of the crystal c-axis and negative orientations of crystal b- as well as a-axes. The 

processes of crystal motions associated with tilting and twisting of the c-axis within the 

lamellae, i.e., the dissipation process involving inter-lamellae motion or else that of 
intra-lamellar motion (relative motion of mosaic blocks constituting the lamellae), 
represents a viscoelastic loss reflected in the mechanical tan8, assigned as the so-called 
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a1 dispersion. 

The existence of a maximum in the positive orientation of c-axis and of a minimum 

in the negative orientations of a- and b-axes at low frequencies than the range covered 

in Fig. 20 and, consequently, the behavior shown in Fig. 19 for the Q specimen, can 

not be explained in terms of the mechanisms suggested above. A second process 

must be introduced which leads to decreasing orientation changes with decreasing 

frequency (increasing temperature) in order to realize the maximum or the minimum. 

This process may be a sort of premelting or disordering of crystals in which internal 

mobility develops.29,32> This occurs at a temperature close to that at which there is an 

increase in the rate of expansion of the crystal a-axis33>, and where a dielectric a loss 

process is observed34,35> which is related to the onset of a rotation of polar groups 

within crystals. 

In this region there is a significant drop in modulus so that the dropoffs in Cc' in 

positive sign and in Ca' and Cb' in negative sign can be considered the result of a de

crease in stress which is the driving force of crystal orientation changes. The tendency 

for this process to occur depends upon the size and perfection of the crystals. Mobility 

of chains is less within larger and more perfect crystals. The more quenched specimens 

presumably possess spherulites within which crystals are relatively free to change 
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Fig. 21. Temperature dependence of the shift factor er in terms of its 

logarithmic plot against reciprocal of absolute temperature for the 
quenched and annealed low density polyethylenes, Q and H. 
(after Stein et aJ.15)). 
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their orientation without constraints imposed by their location within the spherulites. 

Since the difference in orientation behavior in the a- and b-axes result from their unique 

orientations of the axes within the spherulites, this difference vanishes in the more 

highly quenched specimens. 

Figure 21 shows the temperature dependence of the shift factor cr in terms of its 

logarithmic plot against a reciprocal of absolute temperature. As seen in the figure, 

the results of the (110) and (200) crystal planes for each specimen of Q and H agree 

well, giving a single straight line for the H specimen with activation energy of about 

25 Kcal/mole, and also a single straight line bent at relatively low temperature for 

the Q specimen with activation energy of 50 Kcal/mole. The difference in activation 

energy may reflect the difference in the primary relaxation processes for the two speci

mens. The higher value for the Q specimen is believed to be associated with the a 2 

intracrystalline premelting or disordering type of processes. The lower value for 

the H specimen is believed to be associated with the a1 mosaic rotation and lamellar 

twist processess, which will be discussed later in relation to the a2 and a1 mechanical 

dispersions of the materials. 

Measurement of Dynamic Lattice Responses of Polymer Crystals in A High-density 

Polyethylene36> 

In the previous section, the dynamic orientation behavior of polymer crystals 

against sinusoidal mechanical excitation was discussed on the basis of neglecting 

Ll20s,J and Llf11, which may meet with a low-density polyethylene, a rather soft crystal

line material with low degree of crystallinity. In this section, let us treat the dynamic 

response of polymer crystal more rigorously, just neglecting Llfih and investigate the 

dynamic lattice response of a high-density polyethylene mainly in terms of Ll288 ,1. 

For the measurement of dynamic lattice response, the peak shift in a direction of 

a given azimuthal angle, <pk,P must be taken into account, and the measuring position 

can be fixed at (20, <pk.f). Under these conditions, VP, f( VP) and zp must be constant, 

and Eq.(12) can be reduced to 

lj{20) =IP(20) +[Lll1' (20)-iLlJ/' (20)Jetwt (60) 

where 

IP(20) =a; ,k0 I m,1° =x( UP)lk,P (61) 

Ll// (20) =aJ,kOLJJ m,1cos 80,1+b1,k0Ll20s ,jCOS 81,J 

+c1,k0Ll</>c,JCOS 82,1+d1,k0Llf31cos 8a,1+e;,k0Lly1cos 84,J (62) 

Llf/' (20) =a;,k0LlJ m,;sin 80,1+b1,k0Ll 28 s,1sin 81,; 

+c1,~:°Ll</>c,Jsin 82,1+d1,k0Llf31sin 8a,1+e1,k0LlYJsin 8-1,1 (63) 

Assuming that the change of fi1 is negligibly small; i.e. Llf31~0, then Eqs. (62) 
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and (63) can be approximated to give 

where 

M=I1°/h,P 

N=b1,k0=(h.i°lf3P)(dx/dU)=dij(20)/d(28) 

(64) 

(65) 

(66) 

Mand N are a sort of proportional factors, as illustrated in Fig. 22, depending on the 

shape of diffraction peak. 

Measuring iJI/(28) at two different positions, (201, 'Pk,i°) and (282, 'Pk,l), sim

ultaneously by combining the half-circle sector technique with a twin-slits dector 

technique37>; i.e., 

iJI;*(281)=M1iJimf +N1iJ20s,;* 

iJI;*(282)=M2iJim,;*-N2iJ28s,J* 

then, .128B,;* and iJim,;* can be determined from 

iJ28B,J* M2iJI;*(281)-M1iJI;*(282) 
M1N2+M2N1-- -

iJim * = N2iJI}*(281)+N1iJI;*(28~)_ 
,i M1N2+M2N1 

(67) 

(68) 

(69) 

(70) 

The complex dynamic lattice strain, e;* can be determined from iJ 28 8 ,;* as follows: 

Change of orientation Change of lattice spacing 

A28a,j 

28 

Fig. 22. Schematic diagram illustrating the change of x-ray diffraction intensity 
distribution from the jth crytsal planes along twice the Bragg angle at a 
given azimuthal angle cf,1c,1° due to crystal orientation (left-hand side) and 
lattice deformation (right-hand side). Both diagrams also illustrate the 
meaning of parameters, J1 and N. 
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diffraction peak of the annealed high-density polyethylene. 
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(71) 

Figure 23 shows an equatorial X-ray diffraction intensity distribution from a 

high-density polyethylene, Sholex 5065, cast from melt at 170°C and slowly cooled 

down to room temperature to have a bulk density of 0.958. As seen in the figure, 

the (110) and (200) crystalline peaks are considerably sharp and separate from each 

other. These peaks, especially the (110) peak, seem to be adequate for performing 

the measurement of dynamic response in terms of the procedure mentioned above. 

Figure 24 demonstrates the variations of X-ray diffraction intensities with sinu

soidal strain, which are measured by the twin-slits dector fixed at both sides of the (110) 

diffraction peak, (201, <p1c,no=0) and (202, <p1c,11o=0), for the annealed high-density 

polyethylene under the following static and dynamic mechanical conditions: a dynamic 

tensile strain of 1 % superposed on a static tensile strain of 10%, vibrational frequency 

of 0.019 Hz, and measuring temperature of 30°C. As seen in the figure, the vari

ations of the diffracted intensities are quite detectable and also sinusoidal, from which 

LIIJ*(201) and Lll;*(202) can be determined by using the half-circle sector technique. 

Map of tan 8 288 
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Fig. 25. Frequency and temperature dependences of tan lh, tangent of the 
phase difference between the lattice deformation and bulk 
strain for the (110) crystal plane of the annealed high-density 
polyethylene. 
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Figure 25 shows the frequency and temperature dependences of tan81, the phase 

difference between the lattice deformation and bulk strain for the (110) crystal plane 

of the annealed high-density polyethylene, which are measured under a geometical 

arrangement of the test specimen, as shown in Fig. 26, against the X-ray optical co

ordinates. From Fig. 25, it must be noted that the value of tan 81 is always positive;* 

i.e., the lattice deformation occurs in advance of the bulk strain, and that there exist 

two trails of tan81,max in the contour map, which are very similar with those of me

chanical loss tangent of polyethylene, and definitely correspond to the so-called a1 

and a2 relaxation processes of the material. 

The existence of two types of crystalline relaxation mechanisms was first investi

gated in a quantitative manner by N akayasu et al.38> for melt-crystallized linear poly

ethylene, designated mechanism I and II having activation energies of 28 and 46 

Kcal/mole, respectively. Since then, multiple types of crystalline relaxation mechanisms 

have been extensively studied by many authors,33,39- 47) mostly in terms of the so-called 

"relaxation maps" from experimental sources of isochronal data of dynamic modulus 

functions of several kinds of crystalline polymers in bulk-crystallized as well as solution 

grown states. 

The speculated assignments for the crystalline relaxation mechanisms seem to be 

classified into two categories. One is a mechanism associated with the crystal dis

ordering transition or pre-melting, and the other with the grain boundary phenomena 

arising from various types of crystal orientation or deformation in an amorphous 

Specimen 

Detector 

Fig. 26. Geometrical arrangement of the test specimen against x-ray optical 

coordinates used for obtaining the results in Fig. 25. 

* As seen in Eq.(7), 2 0B,j is also defined as being behind the dynamic strain A, but the observed value 

of ll1 is always negative, so that tanll1 must be positive. 
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Takayanagi has proposed two types of crystalline relaxation mechanisms, desig

nated as f3c and ac mechanisms, which are associated with the crystal disordering 

transition due to the onset of different modes of molecular motions of polymer chains 

within crystal lattice, i.e., local twisting of molecular chains around their axes and 

translational vibration of the chain segments along the chain axis.39,40,43) He has 

added recently a mechanism, designated as ac', arising from friction between mosaic 

blocks within annealed polymer crystals,33> which may be classified as one of the grain 

boundary p!'!.enomena. The activation energies of /3c, ac', and ac mechanisms for 

linear polyethylene, for example, have been found as 16, 25, and 42 Kcal/mole, re

spectively. 

On the other hand, Iwayanagi has proposed two types of crystalline relaxation 

mechanisms, designated as a1 and a2, which are associated with grain boundary phe

nomena of deformation and/or rotation of crystallites within a viscous medium (the 

amorphous phase), and with the crystal disordering transition due to the onset of 

torsional oscillation of polymer chains within the crystal lattice, respectively.45> The 

activation energy of the a1 mechanism is, therefore, expected to be the same order as 

that of the primary relaxation mechanism (/3 relaxation), whereas the activation energy 

of the a2 mechanism for polyethylene, for example, is expected from theoretical49,50> 

and experimental (NMR and dielectric)51 ,52 ,34,35,47> sources to be several tens Kcal/mole. 

Strictly speaking, however, the above assignments for the so-called crystalline 

relaxation processes have been based on considerable speculations, except for relatively 

definite, though still indirect, evidences for the a2 process. The results of rheo-optical 

investigations of the dynamic orientation and lattice deformation in the previous and 

present sections, respectively, as well as the dynamic light scattering from spherulitic 

polyethylene26,51) are the most definite evidences confirming that the so-called crystalline 

relaxation processes are really related to the crystalline responses. 

As mentioned previously, the spherulite deformation, which is almost instantaneous, 

is associated with the following two mechanisms, inter- and intra-lamellar motions of 

crystals: the twisting of crystal lamellae around their lamellar axis(b-axes), the rotation 

of mosaic blocks of the lamella mostly around their a-axis, and the tilting of molecular 

axes within the lamellae or mosaic blocks.30,31> The former mechanisms appear 

primarily at temperatures lower than the crystal disordering temperature with an 

activation energy of around 25 Kcal/mole, as indicated in the previous section as well 

as in the previous paper,3> whereas the latter appears at temperatures higher than the 

crystal disordering temperature with an activation energy of the order of 50 Kcal/mole, 

as also indicated in the previous section. The former mechanisms must be assigned 

as the a1, the grain boundary phenomena, arising from the deformation and rotation 
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of (elastic) crystalline lamellae or mosaic blocks within the (viscous) medium of the 

amorphous phase. The latter mechanism must correspond to the a2 mechanism 

arising from the deformation of (plasto-visco-elastic) crystal lamellae or mosaic blocks 

associated with the pre-melting or crystal disordering transition due to the onset of 

torsional oscillation of polymer chains within the crystal lattice. Whether the polymer 

crystals are really elastic and plasto-visco-elastic below and above the crystal disordering 

temperature, respectively, or not, is still a problem to be approved. This may be 

done by examining carefully the tana; and tanS1,1, the phase differences of crystal 

orientation and lattice deformation with respect to the bulk strain, respectively, in 

terms of their magnitude and sign as well. This is now being carried out in the 

laboratory of the present authors in Kyoto. 
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